I was directly inspired by the poems we were given, I tried my best to reference them in some way or another. I used a brush in my drawing program to evoke a more crayon texture to my pieces since a lot of the poems were written by younger kids I wanted a childlike look to my drawings. As to the pieces not related to the poems I tried to incorporate places I enjoy going to in SF. I am a Junior currently attending high school at Ruth Asawa School of the Arts and plan to attend Art School after to pursue Architecture.
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Sights of San Francisco
The Wondrous San Francisco Zoo

At the San Francisco Zoo you will see tall giraffes, buff gorillas, and loud goats. On a rainy day, make sure you wear a raincoat. At lunch, it’s time to eat Nutella sandwiches, sit on the grass, and talk. If you want to see the ferocious lion, you’ll have to go on a walk. When the day is done, visit the gift shop and buy an animal tote!

Jennifer Lopez
Age 10
The Botanical Gardens

Droopy trees, a fresh breeze, and small water streams.
That’s the botanical gardens.
Koi fish swim under your feet, and swans fly over your head.
Miso soup is served and steamy tea is poured.
Wind chimes flow and the scent of jasmine blows, tickling your nose.

Koi fish swim under your feet, and swans fly over your head.
Every step you take is a soft creak on the tall wooden bridge.
Wind chimes flow and the scent of jasmine blows, tickling your nose.
The flowers stain the tall, green grass.
That’s the botanical gardens.

Maya Van Artsdalen
Age 13
The Rhythm of Baker Beach

You’ll hear the waves under the Golden Gate Bridge
You’ll hear the seagulls sing to each other
I hear the calm waves soothe my soul
I feel the cool air gently hug me
You’ll feel the bright sun on your skin
I feel the magic water touching my feet

Vanessa Rodriguez
Age 9
I Like Chinatown

I see signs with symbols that glow.
I see people selling dragon fruit,
a green flame with orange and pink skin,
and a light clear white on the inside.

When I go to Chinatown,
I miss my cousin.
We had good memories there,
like the first time we ate tofu and soup.

I love the red lanterns that look like pumpkins.

Jake Dominguez
Age 8
What You Get at Bernal Heights

Scattered bricks with lights
It is like no other city view
It's quite refreshing
Sunset is warm with a cold breeze
Night sky clears and city lights blur

Abner Valencia
Age 16